In this paper, we use probabilistic methods to analyze learning effects in a behavioral experiment on the newsvendor model. We argue why we should believe that suggested orders follow a multinomial logit distribution, and use the single parameter in that model to extract information on learning effects. We revisit the data, analyzed previously by Bolton et al. (2012) , and show that our model predicts the pull-to-center effect in these experimental data very well.
Introduction
Discrete choice models emerged in the 1970's, with the pioneering work of Daniel McFadden on random utility maximization; see McFadden (1974) and Train (2003) . The theory has been applied with success within several different fields in economics, and has obvious relevance to newsvendor behavior. Retailers often base their decisions on partial and incomplete information leading to a certain type of randomness in ordering. Managers should seek to understand the nature of this randomness and use their knowledge to improve performance. It is hence of some surprise that this approach is largely ignored in the literature on the newsvendor problem. A notable exception is Su (2008) .
In the single-period newsvendor model, a retailer wishes to order a quantity q from a manufacturer. Demand D is a random variable, and the retailer selects an order quantity q maximizing his expected profit. When the distribution of D is known, the problem of determining an optimal quantity is easily solved. The basic problem is very simple, but it appears to have endless variations. There is now a very large body of literature on such problems; for further reading, refer to the reviews by Cachón (2003) and Qin et al. (2011) and the numerous references therein.
In their seminal empirical paper Schweitzer and Cachón (2000) observe what they call the "pullto-center" effect, i.e., that the agents order too little in high profit cases and too much when the profit is low. They suggest that this effect can be explained by anchoring and adjustments to previously observed demand. The paper inspired several other researchers to do similar experiments, we mention Bostian et al. (2008) , Kremer et a. (2010) , Wachtel and Dexter (2010) , Bolton et al. (2012) and also Rudi and Drake (2014) . All these papers discuss similar types of experiments and pursue different kinds of explanations for the "pull-to-center" effect. While there is probably some truth in all these arguments, we suggest that there may be a much simpler explanation. We suggest that this effect is exactly what one would expect when agents choose orders via a discrete choice distribution. This kind of explanation was first suggested by Su (2008) . Important work of researchers like Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky have put psychology in the forefront of decision theory. While it is certainly true that normal probability theory breaks down in cases with nested structures, transparent choice sets like the ones we discuss in this paper are not expected to suffer from such weaknesses. When the choice set is a normal probability space, a multinomial logit distribution is expected in most cases. The reason behind this is basically the Fisher-Tippet-Gnedenko theorem which describes the limiting distribution for the maximum of a sequence of iid random variables. These models are robust in the sense that deviations from the ideal assumptions may not significantly change the statistical choice distribution. The models are non-linear, but the effect of the non-linearity often disappears under aggregation. This means that we expect these models to work even in cases with relatively small choice sets where the choice distributions vary considerably across agents. Su (2008) suggests that agents can choose any order, and that orders are selected from a probability distribution based on, e.g., random utility maximization. If they do, a good model fit should be obtained using the multinomial logit model. He proves that the "pull-to-center" effect can be derived analytically from the multinomial logit model. Ubøe et al. (2017) takes this argumentation one step further in that they define bounded rationality as follows: Agents are boundedly rational if and only if states with less total cost are more probable. Drawing on theory from Smith (1978) and Erlander (2010) they arrive at the same conclusion as Su (2008), i.e., that orders are chosen from a multinomial logit model.
In this paper, we offer a new analysis of the data from the paper In doing so we use tests that control for mass significance. The method that we use enables us to show that:
• Learning effects in the newsvendor model can be measured by the cost sensitivity parameter in a single-parameter multinomial logit model.
• The costs sensitivity parameter, studied over the course of the experiment, can be used to obtain precise predictions of average orders of the subjects.
• The pull-to-center effect observed in the experiment is captured by the proposed method.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we discuss our definition of bounded rationality and the rationale for using models of this kind. In Section 3, we give a brief summary of the experimental design from Bolton et. al (2012) . In Section 4, we describe how the parameter in our model can be used to extract information on learning effects. In Section 5, we use our model to predict the average order quantity in each phase of the experiment, and find that our theoretical model predicts the observed average order well. In Section 6, we offer some concluding remarks.
Bounded rationality and probabilistic models
The main message from discrete choice theory can be summarized as follows: When members of a group of fairly similar agents pick the best option from a choice set S which is a normal probability space, we expect that the aggregate distribution satisfies
where v i is the expected utility of choosing item i. This can be explained by the Fisher-Tippet-Gnedenko theorem which is an analogue to the central limit theorem for the maximum distribution, see, e.g., Andersson and Ubøe (2012) . The distribution given by (1) is unusually robust in that it can be derived from several very different lines of reasoning. It can be derived from random utility theory, Manski (1977) . It can be derived from maximum entropy, e.g., Wilson
(1967), Anas (1983) , Erlander and Stewart (1990) . It is the solution of the maximum utility problem, Erlander and Stewart (1990) . The rational inattention approach, Matejka and McKay (2015) , leads to the same model under a uniform prior.
The assumption that S is a normal probability space is in fact important. Some of the most interesting applications of discrete choice theory occur in contexts where this condition is violated. As the problem we consider in this paper is safely within the context of normal probability theory, there is no need to draw on these more advanced constructions. 
These distributions are hence the only probability distributions compatible with the monotonicity property stated above, and they are called probabilistically cost efficient. The constant β can be interpreted as the sensitivity to cost. If β is very small, costs do not matter and the resulting distribution will be very close to a uniform distribution. At the other extreme a large β will imply that only the objects with the smallest cost, possibly more than one, will be chosen.
Applications to the newsvendor model
In this paper, we will examine experimental data for a single-period newsvendor model. This model is specified as follows. A retailer is trading a commodity and orders q units from a manufacturer. He hopes to sell enough of these units to make a profit. We assume that the manufacturer offers a wholesale price W , and that the retail price R is exogenously given. Unsold items can be salvaged at the exogenously given salvage value S. The retailer's profit is denoted by Π(q), and it is easily shown that
A straightforward computation shows that the retailer maximizes expected profit when
where F D denotes the cumulative distribution of D. As pointed out by Su (2008) and Ubøe et al (2017) a newsvendor will not always order the optimal q given by (4) . The newsvendor may instead select several different order quantities, and the inclination to select any particular q is defined in terms of a probability distribution. If the newsvendor is boundedly rational, he should have an inclination towards optimal choices. A suboptimal choice is associated with a cost, which is the loss in expected profit in comparison with the optimal choice. We can hence specify a cost function
The only probabilistically cost efficient distributions compatible with this specification of costs are given by Probability of ordering q units = e −βc(q) dmax j=0 e −βc(j)
.
To examine how the experimental data develop over time, we fit (in the sense of maximum likelihood) a parameter β t to the observations recorded at time t. If learning progresses over time, we expect to see that the β-parameter increases, reflecting that the agents more frequently pick orders with smaller costs.
Robustness with respect to agent heterogeneity
The mathematical reasoning above requires that agents within each group are similar. In real life experiments, we must expect some variation of sensitivity across a group. If we blend agents with different sensitivity to costs (i.e. with different β parameters), it is easy to see that the exact choice distribution is not given by (6) . Even in cases where the β-parameter varies considerably over the group, this blending effect may be surprisingly small. To simplify notation we define f (q, β) to be the right hand side of (6) . Assuming that agent preferences across the group is specified by a density ψ in β, the true mixture distribution f (q) is given by
To examine the effect of a non-linear aggregation, we may compare f (q) with a multinomial logit distribution f (q, β) where β = βψ(β)dβ is the expectation of the β parameter across the group. In general these distributions are difficult to compare, but in the experiments carried out in this paper, we are in the position where everything except β is known in the model. To be precise, the experiment in Bolton et. al (2012) uses uniform demand with the specific values
which implies q opt = 75. The typical value reported in the experiment is β = 0.01. Figure 1 compares the exact mixture distribution with the logit distribution corresponding to the average β in two cases: We see that the aggregation bias is hardly noticeable in both cases. In the extreme case where sensitivity varies by a factor 100 across agents, the effect is noticeable but still relatively small. Bolton et. al (2012) only make use of about 25 agents in each group, and we do not expect that variation of sensitivity across agents within the groups is an issue. As we mentioned in the introduction, we can expect that the model performs well even in cases where the sensitivities to costs vary considerably across members within each group.
The experimental design
The data set we are analyzing in this paper is the same as the one used in Bolton et. al (2012), and a complete description of the experiment can be found in that paper. We will here briefly summarize the main features of the experiments. The agents are divided into 3 groups, freshmen students, graduate students, managers. Each of these groups were split into two equally large subgroups. Within each group, one subgroup watched a one-hour video on the newsvendor problem. The other subgroup received no such training. This leads us to consider six different groups:
• Freshmen, basic
• Freshmen, trained
• Graduates, basic
• Graduates, trained
• Managers, basic
• Managers, trained
The experiment involves a 100 period newsvendor game, and involves an initial phase and 3 consecutive phases. In the initial phase, the subjects read a two-page briefing, including a graph
showing the demand of the previous 50 periods.
• In the first phase, the subjects place 40 orders, receiving feedback (on their earnings) after each order.
• The subjects then receive a handout stating that demand in uniformly distributed between 1 and 100 and is uncorrelated.
• In the second phase, the subjects place 40 orders, receiving feedback after each order.
• The subjects then receive a handout with a graph showing how expected profit depends on the order quantity.
• In the third phase, the subjects place 20 orders, receiving feedback after each order.
The experiment is described and analyzed in detail by Bolton et. al (2012) . For our purposes, it is sufficient to say that the experiment is carried out using state of the art methodology, and we see no reason to question the quality of the data.
Using probabilistic models to extract information on learning effects
In this section we will use the development of the sensitivity to cost parameter β during the course of the experiment to study how the level of information develops over time. We hypothesize two potential sources of changes in β:
• Increases due to information given to the subjects at time 40 and 80, when first the distribution of demand is given and then a graph of expected profit as a function of order quantity. These changes should be in the form of jumps in β at time 40 and 80.
• Increases due to continuous learning of the demand distribution. This would be observed as a systematic trend in β over time. We assume that this trend is linear.
Each β is determined as the maximum likelihood value, based on the data and the probabilistic model described above. They turned out as in Figure 2 for each of the six groups:
Descriptive statistics (mean and median) are given in Table 1 .
For several groups, we observe upward changes in level from one period to the next, in particular from period 2 to period 3. The managers, trained or not, seemingly learned the least, and the graduate students learned the most. Initially the trained graduates started out in period 1 at a slightly higher β-level than the other groups, but still learns. However, the question is: Are the changes statistically significant?
It is also notable that the β-variation is increasing from period to period, and differs between the groups. The three trained groups have larger variation than the corresponding untrained A number of different modes of analysis are available for exploratory analysis and judging signifcance. They range from pairwise comparisons to joint analysis based on factorial models.
Common standard models are usually based on strict assumptions, like independence, homogeneity of variances and normality. In the current data we have to recognize the possibility of trend and serial correlation within periods, heterogeneity of variances between periods and nonnormality with extreme outliers. A preliminary exploratory study is based on a linear regression model, formulated as and a i > 0, for i = 2, 3 to positive shifts, i.e. learning from new information given prior to new phase. The possibility of serial correlation may be accounted for by assuming t auto-correlated.
It turned out that the standard t-test for no trend (a 1 = 0, i.e., no continuous learning) against the alternative (a 1 > 0) gave non-significant a 1 for all six groups. Moreover, a likelihood ratio test for no auto-correlation turned out not significant as well. One may also test the hypothesis of no shift within the model as is. Alternatively, one could re-estimate the regression with no trend and auto-correlation. Then the regression model with only 0-1 variables is just a representation of a one-factor ANOVA model. It is preferable to switch to this framework, as it offers a wider range of opportunities (i.e. multiple comparisons), and testing with weaker assumptions (i.e. non-parametric tests).
With the one-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) model, no learning corresponds to constant mean through the three periods. The ordinary F-test gave P-values less than 5% for all six groups. Most often they were tiny, except for the Graduate-Trained group (P=0.02). Based on these findings we may reject the hypothesis of no learning. Wondering whether the departure from strict assumptions may twist the P-calculations, one may instead use the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test. This gave tiny P-values for all groups, also for the Graduate-Trained. Our understanding of this, is that the most serious violation of standard assumption is the outliers in the the last period, which will give some undeserved favor to the no-significance conclusion.
The performed tests rejected no learning effects, but do not tell which of the differences are significant. Here one may make three comparisons: period 2 versus period 1, period 3 versus period 2, and period 3 versus period 1. At the outset one cannot rule out that the first two are statistically not significant, but the latter is. A common post hoc test of pairwise differences, extending the two-sample t-test, is the TukeyHSD-test ("Honest Significant Differences"), controlling the joint risk of false significance. Here we report in Table 2 the observed differences in period means and the 95% joint confidence intervals of (expected) differences, which may be checked whether they include zero (no learning effect) or not. Moreover, we report P-values, similar to the two-sample t-test, but adjusted for multiple comparison. A similar non-parametric alternative is based on the two-sample Wilcoxon test. The corresponding adjusted P-values for this test are reported as well. The criteria for significance is taken as 5 %.
The differences from period 1 to period 2 (tabled as 2 -1) are smaller throughout, than the differences from period 2 to period 3, which add up the the differences from period 1 to period 3 (tabled as 3 -1). The latter represents the joint effect of learning from both packages of information given, i.e. first the demand distribution and then how the expected profit depends on the order quantity. The learning effects from the first package of information (2 -1) are not statistically significant judged by the parametric test (T), except for the Freshman-Trained group. However, judged by the non-parametric test (W), the learning effects were significant for all groups, except barely non-significant for the Manager-Trained group (P=0.06).The learning effect from the second package of information (3 -2) are statistically significant for all groups, regardless of test method, parametric (T) or non-parametric (W). Then the joint learning effect (3 -1) will be statistically significant in all groups as well, regardless of test method.
The discrepancy between the parametric test (T) and the non-parametric test (W) may be due to the larger variation in the third period, causing an inflated joint variance estimate. However, the algorithm claims to account for heterogeneity. One should be aware of that the two tests are designed for slightly different conceptions of level. While the T-method is linked to the mean, the W-method may be linked to the median, with null hypothesis equal medians, and alternative upward shift. As we have seen, the mean and the median of β turned out different in our data.
Group
Periods Difference Lower Upper P-adjust-T P-adjust-W In general, the difference in medians from period to period may be just as relevant as the mean.
Among existing methods for constructing confidence intervals for the difference of theoretical medians based on the empirical medians, the resampling method seems preferable, given the nature of our data. We show this by giving in Table 3 Table 3 : Differences of β-medians with joint 95% comfidence limits by resampling
In comparison with the confidence interval for differences in means above, we see that the difference from period 1 to period 2 came out significant. This was already uncovered by the paiwise Wilcoxon-test, but masked by the standard TukeyHSD-test.
This non-standard approach could of course be taken for all groups, but will not change anything with respect to the conclusions about the learning arrived at by more standard methods.
One may also want to make comparisons of the level differences in the three periods across groups. This can be done within an ANOVA model with three factors: Group (F=Freshman, G=Graduate, M=Manager), Training (0=not trained, 1=Trained) and Period (1=Trial 1-40, 2=Trial 41-80, 3=Trial 81-100). The model then expresses the β-level by the three main effects, one for each factor, and three pairwise interactions. Analysis provides estimation and significance testing for each factor and for each interaction. As above, one may do estimation and significance testing of differences (post hoc testing). The multiple comparison aspect is again taken care of using TukeyHSD. In this case all three main effects and all three interactions were significant, and so were all differences going from one category on a factor to another category on the factor. Time trend may be added to the model as a covariate, but turns out not significant, as realized before. The main findings in this section may be summarized in graphs of the main effects and interactions from the ANOVA.
In the main effect graph (Figure 3 ) one see, for each factor, the (on average) changes of going from one level of a factor to another level, without taking into account possible interactions. Recall that β measured the sensitivity to costs. From the graphs one clearly see the following:
Graduates are the most sensitive, and managers the least sensitive. Trained particioants are more sensitive than the untrained. The sensitivity increases from period to period, the largest increase comes after the second package of information, prior to period 3, when the subjects 
Pull-to-center
Many authors have discussed the pull-to-center effect, and many explanations have been offered.
As noted by Su (2008) and Ubøe et al (2017) a pull-to-center effect will be present because of random choice when orders are drawn from a multinomial logit distribution. All experiments in our data set were carried out with a critical fractile of 0.75. This means underorders are expected, which is also what is observed in the data set. In the theoretical model, the amount of underorder will depend on the information level β.
If we let c(q) denote loss (in comparison with the optimal choice) if the newsvendor orders q units, and random orders Q are drawn from the probability distribution given by (6) , the expected order can be computed by the formula
where [d min , d max ] is the support of the demand D, see Ubøe et al (2017) . In our experiment, D is uniformly distributed, and in that case it is easy to see that
The experiment uses the values R = 12, S = 0, d min = 0, d max = 100, q opt = 75. Note that in this case c(q + q opt ) = 6 100 q 2 , and (9) 
The expected order is then a function of the information level β only, see Figure 5 . Strictly speaking D has a discrete distribution, but with a resolution at unit level a continuous approximation makes no difference. From Figure 5 we see that underorders are expected at all information levels, but that the tendency to underorder decreases to zero with increasing β. For a rigorous proof of this monotonicity, see Ubøe et al (2017).
Predicting expected orders
The average values of β from Table 1 have been inserted in (11) to predict the expected order for each group and phase. The results are reported in Table 4 together with the observed averages. It is straightforward to include more parameters, reflecting, e.g., risk aversion, in models of this kind. As a single parameter model seems sufficient to capture the main effects related to these data, we leave such extensions to future work.
Concluding remarks
The Fisher-Tippet-Gnedenko theorem suggests that the maximum distribution of iid random variables will lead to an aggregate distribution of multinomial logit type regardless of the choice distribution for the potential choices. For this to work we need to assume that the agents are fairly similar and that they choose between many alternatives. In real world applications these conditions are of course never met, but these models are robust in the sense that even strong violations of the assumptions do not necessarily create much change in the aggregate distribution. There will always be second order effects, but such effects will hardly matter in cases with only a moderate number of observations.
In the paper we have demonstrated how probabilistic models can be used to extract information about learning effects. The basic idea is that the β parameter in our model represents a quantification of learning effects. When this parameter increases, the agents choose less costly alternatives more often. We have demonstrated that the average values increase systematically over time, but that only the transition from phase 2 to 3 represents a statistically significant effect.
The discussion in Section 5 showed that our theoretical model predicts average order quantities very close to the observed values. These results would have been unsurprising if the model had been equipped with lots of parameters. In our model, there is only one parameter, and we find it quite remarkable that this single parameter is capable of carrying the information in the system to such high levels of precision. In our opinion, this demonstrates that probabilistic methods are just the right tools to analyze data sets of this kind.
